
Abstract A computational metric is introduced for the
design of combinatorial libraries focused on small mole-
cules with specific activity (e.g., enzyme inhibitors). The
method follows a product-based design strategy and uses
combinations of two binary molecular fingerprints to
create chemical diversity around selected compounds
and/or core structures. In the first step, compounds are
sampled that are distinct from template molecules but
likely to share similar biological activity. In the second
step, designed compounds are accepted if they are not
too similar to each other, as assessed by calculation of
fingerprint overlap. Thus, it is possible to balance molec-
ular “similarity” and “diversity” and control the degree
of chemical diversity created in the vicinity of selected
template molecules. In essence, the method aims to gen-
erate diverse arrays of compounds with a high probabil-
ity of having activity similar to starting molecule(s) and
is therefore well suited for the design of target-focused
libraries or series of analogs. As an example, the method
is applied to focus libraries on known protein kinase in-
hibitors.
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Introduction

Computational design and analysis of compound libraries,
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] have become integral parts of combina-
torial chemistry programs. [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] A variety of
algorithms and alternative strategies for diversity-oriented

library design have been introduced. [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]
In addition to chemically diverse libraries, which are
typically used for screening against multiple targets, sig-
nificant effort is being spent to generate more specialized
libraries for drug discovery. These include chemical li-
braries enriched with compounds having drug-like prop-
erties, [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] and libraries focused on
specific biological targets, activities [23, 24, 25, 26], or
therapeutic applications. [27] Approaches to the genera-
tion of target-focused libraries often involve a combina-
tion of structure-based design elements and combinato-
rial chemistry [28, 29, 30, 31], provided three-dimen-
sional structures of therapeutically relevant targets are
available. Alternatively, target focus can be achieved by
concentrating on small molecules that display or mediate
a specific biological activity, e.g., substrates, cofactors,
or known inhibitors. [23, 24, 25, 26]

The design of combinatorial libraries is, in general,
either reaction- or product-based. [32, 33, 34] In reac-
tion-based design, encoded chemical transformations are
applied to pools of reactants, the selection of which be-
comes the primary determinant of diversity in the result-
ing library. By contrast, in product-based design, selected
molecular building blocks, often called frameworks, [35]
or scaffolds [36] are combined with R-groups at pre-
specified attachment points. In this case, computational
metrics are applied to sample diverse compounds from
the vast chemical space defined by possible products.
However, sampling of compounds is constrained by the
choice of templates or scaffolds and the usually limited
number of selected points of diversity. The relative per-
formance of these alternative approaches depends, in ad-
dition to computational parameters, on the nature of their
application. [32, 34] For example, reaction-based design
is an effective approach for generating large and chemi-
cally diverse libraries required for screening, [2, 4]
whereas a product-based strategy is particularly attrac-
tive when selected core structures or molecular scaffolds
provide starting points for design. [25, 26] This is typi-
cally the case for focused libraries that are based on
small molecules with specific activities or properties.
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Such libraries are usually much smaller than diverse
screening libraries and their performance depends,
among other aspects, on the ability to extract information
encoded in small molecules with desired properties (e.g.,
hits obtained from screening). Therefore, a critical step
is the isolation of building blocks or scaffolds from these
molecules. Suitable molecular scaffolds can be isolated
by various means, e.g., knowledge of active core struc-
tures, [26] synthetic considerations, [35] or algorithms
that follow hierarchical descriptions of molecules. [36,
37] Isolated scaffolds are then used to sample diverse
scaffold/R-group combinations. This process aims to in-
crease the probability of finding more potent and/or
selective compounds by exploring the neighborhood of
template molecules in chemical space. [26, 38] The de-
sign critically depends on the computational metric ap-
plied to generate compounds. Typically, this would be a
distance- [34] or cell-based [14] measure of chemical di-
versity utilizing selected molecular descriptors. [39, 40]

In this report, we introduce a novel computational
metric to focus combinatorial libraries and control their
degree of diversity. In this approach, the use of different
fingerprints and similarity criteria determines the bal-
ance between similarity to compounds of known activity
and library diversity. The algorithm was implemented for
product-based design of targeted libraries or analogs of
biologically active molecules. Generation of virtual
libraries for the identification of protein kinase inhibitors
exemplifies this form of controlled (or directed) diversity
design.

Materials and methods

The algorithm, as described in the Results section, was established
using SVL code [41] and implemented in the Molecular Operating
Environment (MOE). [42] The implementation makes use of a
built-in function of MOE, the compound generator of the Qua-
SAR-CombiDesign module that randomly samples combinations
of scaffolds and R-groups from different source databases. [43] As
a scaffold database, 57 previously generated core structures were
used that target the ATP binding site in protein kinases. [26] These
scaffolds were mostly isolated from known kinase inhibitors. [26]
As R-group database, we used an in-house generated set of ~1,500
different groups. Non-ring R-groups were automatically isolated
from ACD compounds [44] using a previously reported algorithm
[37] and ring moieties identified by the RECAP approach [35]
were added.

In our calculations, three binary fingerprints of different length
and complexity that could be calculated from two-dimensional
molecular representations were used. “MFP” is a mini-fingerprint
[45] consisting of only 62 bit positions [46] accounting for ranges
of three numerical descriptors (the number of hydrogen bonding
acceptors and rotatable and aromatic bonds in a molecule) and the
presence or absence of 40 structural fragments or keys. [47, 48]
Different mini-fingerprints were designed, on the basis of exten-
sive descriptor analysis, to recognize molecules with similar bio-
logical activity specifically. [45, 46] In blind test calculations,
MFP was found to have a greater than 50% chance of identifying
molecules with similar activity but recognized only ~1% false
positives. [46] The second fingerprint (“MACCS”) consists of 
166 bits, each of which accounts for the presence or absence of
one of 166 structural keys. [47, 48] The third fingerprint used in
our calculations is a complex fingerprint consisting of 1,024 bit
positions, implemented as “PH2D” in MOE. It accounts for all

pairwise atomic distances in a molecule, on the basis of graph rep-
resentations, and creates a signature pattern. [49] A complex fin-
gerprint such as PH2D evaluates molecules at “high resolution”
and thus has a higher intrinsic tendency to consider compounds
“dissimilar” or generate “diversity” (when used for library genera-
tion). In terms of increasing complexity, the three fingerprints
used here compare as follows: MFP<MACCS<PH2D.

Using combinations of these fingerprints, different libraries
were calculated, each containing 500 to 1,000 compounds (gener-
ated from the set of 57 protein kinase inhibitor scaffolds and our
R-group collection). During the design process, compounds were
filtered according to Lipinski’s rules [17] to ensure basic drug-like
properties. As a similarity criterion, fingerprint overlap was calcu-
lated for pairwise comparison of compounds using the Tanimoto
coefficient (Tc). [50] It is defined as Tc=bc/(b1+b2–bc), with b1
being the number of bits set on in molecule 1, b2 the number of
bits set on in molecule 2, and bc the number of bits set on com-
mon to both molecules. Scaffold and Tc value distributions of the
generated libraries were compared using histograms. Compound
distribution in three-dimensional “chemical space” was compared
following principal component analysis (PCA) of those molecular
descriptors used to generate the fingerprints. [51] For example, all
unique descriptors encoded in MACCS and MFP were combined
to create an initial multi-dimensional chemical space, the dimen-
sionality of which was then reduced to three by PCA, carried out
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Fig. 1 Description of the method. Scaffolds are isolated from
compounds of interest. Kinase inhibitors are used as an example.
Asterisks indicate points for R-group attachment. Randomly sam-
pled scaffold/R-group combinations are evaluated according to the
flow chart. Calculation of FP1 represents the “similarity step”, as
described in the text, and FP2 the “diversity step”. The calcula-
tions end once a specified number of compounds have been gener-
ated



with MOE as described. [52] These first three principal compo-
nents were then used as a coordinate system for graphical repre-
sentation of libraries.

Results and discussions

Introduction of the method

Our algorithm is described in Fig. 1. Initially, a collec-
tion of molecular scaffolds, isolated from compounds of
interest (here kinase inhibitors), is used to sample one
candidate compound at a time. In this case, scaffolds
have between one and four points of diversity that are
randomly decorated with R-groups. For each newly as-
sembled compound, fingerprint 1 (FP1) is calculated and
compared with FP1 of selected inhibitors from which
scaffolds were isolated. If Tc1 is, at least once, greater
than a specified cut-off value (cut-off 1), then the com-
pound is accepted. This means that the newly assembled
compound must be “similar” to (or in the chemical
“neighborhood” of) at least one of the original inhibitors.
In this case, each randomly generated compound was
compared with four original kinase inhibitors. If a com-
pound is accepted on the basis of Tc1 comparison, it is,
in the second step, compared with all compounds previ-
ously accepted by Tc1 comparison (it follows that the
first compound passing the Tc1 test will always be in the

library). For this second step, a different fingerprint
(FP2) is used from which Tc2 values are calculated (it is
important to note that comparisons are only made for as-
sembled compounds and not at the level of molecular
scaffolds). If Tc2 is, in at least one case, greater than a
specified cut-off 2 value, the new compound is rejected.
This means only those compounds are added to the array
that are sufficiently “distant” from other library com-
pounds, thereby generating diversity. Thus, in our imple-
mentation, FP1 comparisons represent the “similarity
step” and FP2 comparisons the “diversity step”.

Focusing versus diversity sampling

The similarity step is a requisite for focusing of the library
in product space. FP1 comparisons ensure that each
library compound is in the neighborhood of at least one
biologically active compound selected as a starting point
for library design. However, the approach, as implemented
here, can also be used for more conventional diversity
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Fig. 2 Chart of selected protein kinase inhibitors. Structures of
five protein kinase inhibitors (see [26] and references cited there-
in) are shown that were used to design a focused library (inhibitors
2–4) or analog libraries (inhibitor 1)

Fig. 3 Analysis of a focused library. In (a), a three-dimensional
(“chemical space”) stereo representation of the library is shown.
PC -1, -2, and –3 are the principal component axes of molecular
descriptor space. The positions of template inhibitors are shown in
black. Compounds belonging to the focused library are colored
red and compounds in the diverse reference library blue. (b) Dis-
tribution of the Tanimoto coefficient (Tc) in the focused (red) and
diverse (blue) library. Each compound in the library was compared
with all other compounds using MACCS as a fingerprint, and Tc
values for complete pairwise comparisons are recorded. A shift of
the distribution towards higher Tc values indicates increasing sim-
ilarity of library compounds



design. If cut-off 1 is set to zero, the procedure defaults
to diversity sampling in step 2. By contrast, if cut-off 2 is
set to 1, only focusing is carried out and no diversity cri-
teria are applied. Thus, dependent on the desired applica-
tion, a balance between focusing and chemical diversifi-
cation is achieved by adjusting the parameters.

Focused libraries versus analog design

In our approach, analog design can be rationalized as a
special case of focusing where only one inhibitor is used
to select compounds. In order to ensure that accepted
compounds are closely related to the original inhibitor, a
more stringent Tc1 criterion is used in the similarity step.
Subsequently, a diversity criterion is applied to select
analogs that are not too similar to each other. Focused
and analog libraries are typically much smaller (~1,000–
10,000 compounds) than libraries designed for screening
on multiple targets (~100,000 compounds or more).
Therefore, a vast number of possibilities exist in focused
library and analog design for sampling chemical space
close to template molecules, and our algorithm was de-
signed to produce one possible solution for a library of
limited size. Most importantly, it aims to balance the
similarity of designed compounds to molecules with
known activity with the diversity of the library.

Selection of fingerprints

Our compound design process is carried out using differ-
ent fingerprint representations. For the similarity step,
we apply mini-fingerprints (MFP; see Methods) specifi-
cally designed to recognize molecules with similar activ-
ity. [45] Thus, selection of compounds on the basis of
MFP and using a cut-off 1 of 0.7 or greater is thought to
increase the probability of generating compounds with
activity similar to a template molecule. [45, 46] For the
diversity step, fingerprints of medium (e.g., MACCS) to
high complexity (e.g., PH2D) are used, which distin-
guish more chemical details than mini-fingerprints.

Design of focused libraries

As an application of the dual fingerprint approach, we
have designed a library focused on known protein kinase
inhibitors (compounds number 2 to 5 in the chart shown
in Fig. 2). In this calculation, 57 scaffolds were used as a
source (some of which were directly derived from these
inhibitors). For the similarity step, MFP (FP1) was used
and for the diversity step, MACCS (FP2) was selected.
Tc1 and Tc2 cut-off values were set to 0.70 and 0.85, re-
spectively, and a total of 1,000 compounds were sam-
pled. These cut-off values were set as previously sug-
gested for detection of molecules with similar activity
[45] and diversity design, [38] respectively. In a refer-
ence calculation, 1,000 compounds were generated from
57 scaffolds by diversity sampling only with MACCS
(cut-off 2=0.85). Under these conditions, both libraries
were generated rapidly, each requiring less than 30 min

of CPU time on an SGI Octane workstation. This is be-
cause compound sampling largely relies on simple pair-
wise fingerprint comparisons. Only the diversity step re-
quires an increasing number of calculations as the library
grows. Figure 3a shows a graphical representation of
these two libraries in principal component space comput-
ed from the combined descriptor settings of the two fin-
gerprints (MFP and MACCS). It illustrates the effect of
the focusing step. Although the set of 57 scaffolds pro-
vided the basis for both calculations, compounds in the
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Fig. 4 Analysis of analog libraries. In (a), a chemical space repre-
sentation of the first analog library (red; cut-off 1=0.80, cut-off
2=0.85) and the diverse reference library (blue) is shown relative
to the position of the target inhibitor (black). The orientation of
the stereo view is the same as in Fig. 3. (b) shows the comparison
of Tc profiles of the reference library (blue) and the first (red) and
second analog library (green; cut-off 1=0.88, cut-off 2=0.97). The
Tc distributions were calculated using MACCS as described in the
legend of Fig. 3. In (c), a chemical space comparison of the two
analog libraries (red and green) is shown. The inhibitor is in black.
The orientation of the stereo view is the same as before



focused library (red) are much more concentrated in the
vicinity of the original inhibitors (black) than com-
pounds obtained by diversity sampling (blue). Figure 3b
shows a histogram recording Tc values for all pairwise
comparisons within each library. The Tc distribution also
reflects the focusing effect. It is relatively broad for the
diverse library and narrow for the focused library and
shifted towards higher Tc values. Thus, compounds in
the focused library are not only more similar to the se-

lected inhibitors (“focal points”) but also more similar to
each other than in the diverse reference library. 

Design of analog libraries

One of the inhibitors shown in the chart in Fig. 2 (RPR-
108518A) was selected to build an analog library. The
set of 57 scaffolds, MFP (FP1; similarity step), and
MACCS (FP2; diversity step) were also used in this cal-
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Fig. 5 Scaffold distribution in
diverse libraries. The lower his-
togram shows the frequency of
occurrence of 57 molecular
scaffolds (ordered according to
increasing molecular weight) in
a library computed using
MACCS. The upper representa-
tion compares results obtained
for three different fingerprints,
MFP (red), MACCS (yellow),
and PH2D (blue). Positions of
representative scaffolds are
labeled



culation. However, cut-off 1 was now increased to 0.80.
As before, cut-off 2 was set to 0.85. Since the similarity
step focused compounds here more stringently on one
(and only one) template molecule, it was more difficult
to find molecules that passed the diversity test and,
accordingly, several hours of calculation time were re-
quired to generate an analog library containing 500 com-
pounds. We found that a total of 24 of 57 scaffolds were
represented in this library. As a reference library, 
500 compounds were generated by diversity sampling
using MACCS (Tc2=0.85). Figure 4a illustrates the de-
sired effect of focusing on one inhibitor. The majority of
compounds generated surround the inhibitor in principal
component space. Enhanced focusing by more stringent
Tc1 criterion is revealed by comparison of Tc distribu-
tions (Fig. 4b). The distribution of the analog library
(red) is now narrower, further separated from the refer-
ence library (blue), and shifted towards higher Tc values
than was the case for the focused library shown in
Fig. 3b. In an additional analog library calculation, cut-
off 1 was set to 0.88 and cut-off 2 to 0.97. It follows that
compounds more similar to the original inhibitor should
be generated in the first step (corresponding to further
enhanced focusing) and that, in the second step, only
those compounds are rejected that are very similar or al-
most identical. As shown in Fig. 4b, the Tc distribution
of this library (green) is even narrower and further
shifted towards higher Tc values than the Tc distribution
of the first analog library (red), thus confirming the an-
ticipated effect. Figure 4c compares the two analog
libraries in principal component space and illustrates that
the distribution of compounds in the second analog
library is more focused on the target inhibitor.

Diversity analysis

In an additional application, three different libraries,
each containing 1,000 compounds, were computed by
applying only the diversity step (cut-off 2=0.75) and us-
ing three fingerprints of different complexity (MFP,
MACCS, and PH2D; see Methods). In each case, the dis-
tribution of our source scaffolds in library compounds
was determined. The results reported in Fig. 5 show that
scaffolds are not evenly distributed in designed com-
pounds. In general, lower molecular weight scaffolds
occur much more frequently in each library than larger
scaffolds. Structures of representative scaffolds that are
often or, alternatively, rarely utilized are shown in the
chart in Fig. 6. The prevalence of lower molecular
weight scaffolds is consistent with the idea that addition
of R-groups to small core structures leads to greater rela-
tive diversity (i.e., more changes in fingerprint bit set-
tings) than addition to large cores. Thus, at relatively low
Tc cut-off values (accounting for fingerprint overlap), it
is easier to sample compounds that pass the diversity test
if core structures are small. However, the results in the
chart in Fig. 6 also show that the scaffold distribution is
influenced by the complexity of the applied fingerprint.
In the case of PH2D (consisting of 1,024 bits), the distri-

bution is shifted towards higher molecular weight scaf-
folds because this complex fingerprint is more sensitive
to changes in minor chemical details. Thus, in this case,
addition of R-groups creates “diverse” compounds more
easily, even if larger scaffolds are utilized. These obser-
vations reinforce the application of conceptually differ-
ent fingerprints in our calculations. For the similarity
step, fingerprints designed to capture molecular features
responsible for specific biological activities [45] are pre-
ferred. By contrast, for the diversity step, complex fin-
gerprints more sensitive to minor variations in structure
or chemical properties are more appropriate, since they
are likely to provide a more even distribution of pre-
selected scaffolds in library compounds. 

Although other diversity algorithms have been de-
scribed in the literature, especially for clustering of com-
pounds or selection of “representative” compounds from
databases, e.g. [53, 54, 55], our method differs from pre-
vious work. It deliberately combines a similarity step
with a diversity step and, in addition, it is entirely finger-
print-based. Since we start from randomly generated
compounds, our approach is in essence a “filtering”
method. Conceptually, it is perhaps most similar to, yet
distinct from, the “OptiSim” approach, [53] which also
uses fingerprints for “dissimilarity” selection.

Conclusions

We have introduced a fingerprint-based metric to control
the level of chemical diversity achieved in product-based
design of compound libraries. It was specifically imple-
mented for focusing of libraries and can be applied to
any collection of molecular building blocks or core
structures of interest, however obtained. Dependent on
the calculation parameters, the method can be used to de-
sign target-focused libraries, generate analogs, or, in its
simplest form, sample diverse compounds. An attractive
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Fig. 6 Chart of structures of scaffolds in Fig. 5 either frequently
or rarely utilized. Asterisks indicate points for R-group attachment



feature of the dual fingerprint approach is that it provides
an easily adjustable balance between the similarity of de-
signed molecules to selected templates and the diversity
of compounds in the library.
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